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ABC International Development
Latest Impact

Leaving Fiji to perform for the Queen
Fijian dancer Peceli Rinakama was just 21 when he was hand-picked to perform for the Queen at the opening of the Sydney Opera








Phoenix rising from the ashes: WINS helps journalist push through her ‘darkest days’ 
After a post-surgery infection puts her mother in a critical condition, journalist Aanya Wipulasena had to put her career on hold.








“Many Indonesian people become targets of violence online:” Media leaders standing up against harmful online practices.
Online gender-based violence (OGBV) shas spiked since the COVID-19 pandemic.  So, Indonesian media leaders and ABCID are teaming up to make a better virtual world in a country where 8 out of ten people regularly access the internet.








Timor-Leste women telling their country’s stories 
Behind the scenes at Radio e Televisão de Timor-Leste is a team of women achieving a first for the young democracy, delivering the weekly World News bulletin in English. 








PNG female journalist pushes for inclusive reporting 
PNG NBC journalist Lyanne Togiba says the media industry can be unkind to women at times.









More Stories




Pacific Prepared

Unpacking and giving more context to climate reports in the Pacific
Unravelling and distilling climate-related reports and research findings is at the core of what the Australia Pacific climate alumni network has been doing in Solomon Islands recently. 





Duration: 4 minutes 34 seconds4m 34s





Diversity in Papua New Guinea marine conservation provides shift in thinking
A marine conservation group in Papua New Guinea has been focusing on diversity and learning how local women are changing the way they think about their work.





Duration: 28 minutes 54 seconds28m 





Lack of follow-up after natural disasters an ongoing issue in the Pacific
Natural disasters can be some of the most life-changing events for many people in the Pacific, and a lack of mental health workers makes the challenge even greater.










Translating emergency messages 
Putting the focus on getting the messaging and translations right when it comes to natural disasters in the Pacific. 





Duration: 28 minutes 55 seconds28m 






More from the Pacific Prepared Program




Featured Programs

Timor-Leste Media Development Program
The Timor-Leste Media Development Program, part of the Australian Government's Indo-Pacific Broadcasting Strategy, is implemented by ABC International Development.








Pacific Media Assistance Scheme
The Pacific Media Assistance Scheme (PACMAS) is a long-term media development program that works to support Pacific media's role to hold space for locally-led civic discussion and debate.








Media Development Initiative
The Media Development Initiative (MDI) is a long-term development program that works to support the role of media in Papua New Guinea to build community engagement on issues of public interest.








Women in News and Sport
The Women in News and Sports Initiative (WINS) is a DFAT funded initiative to support female journalists in Asia and the Pacific to specialise in sports journalism.









More Programs




Research

PNG Citizen Media Engagement Study
The 2023 Citizen Media Engagement Study provides updated insights into the changing information needs of audiences in PNG and how they are being met through the media, including a focus on citizen perceptions of GEDSI in media content. 








Disability Inclusion in the Media Study
This study is an initial contribution towards an evidence-informed approach to disability inclusion in Pacific media, including experiences and challenges of information accessibility for people with disability.








New Research reveals the Digital Impact of COVID-19 on Young People in Tonga  
Interrupting conversations: Tongan youth contend with COVID-19, a volcano, tsunami, and a complete internet blackout.








New Research reveals the Digital Impact of COVID-19 on Young People in Vanuatu
Stress and relief: the pros and cons of cyber use during the COVID-19 Pandemic revealed by youth in Vanuatu.













Connect with ABC International Development
Discover more on Facebook, YouTube, and Soundcloud.
	
	
	






Asia Pacific News

Tibetan activists protest outside Chinese embassy against Foreign Minister Wang Yi's visit
Police have clashed with Tibetan and Uyghur activists outside the Chinese embassy where the group was protesting against the visit of Foreign Minister Wang Yi.








SA man pleads guilty to persistent sexual abuse of child overseas
Andrew Donald Steele pleads guilty to the persistent sexual abuse of a child outside of Australia after Australian Border Force (ABF) officials found files on his phone during a baggage examination. 





Duration: 29 seconds29s





'Egregious and exploitative': India's former high commissioner to Australia must pay penalty to worker who earned under $10 a day
Seema Shergill worked seven days a week for 17.5 hours a day between April 2015 and May 2016. She received $3,400 in a bank account she did not have access to in Australia.








$1m reward paid in full following arrest of Toyah Cordingley's alleged killer, police say
Queensland police have confirmed that the largest reward in the state's history has been paid out after the apprehension of Rajwinder Singh, who is accused of the 2018 murder of Toyah Cordingley.









More Asia Pacific News on ABC NEWS
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Footer
ABCInternational Development
ABC International Development works with communication partners and organisations to connect them with communities and empower people to have a voice on issues affecting their lives.  For more information on our work, please contact us
More from ABC

We acknowledge Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples as the
          First Australians and Traditional Custodians of the lands where we
          live, learn and work.
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